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In the midst of sending all the
amplifiers from issue 95 back
to their respective homes, we
found this artifact.

What’s inside? We don’t know
yet, but intend to find out by
issueissue’s end.

Stay tuned!
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new arrivals...

The newest addition to our crew is Wesley Rubio, from Brazil.

We found him producing car illustrations from some people 
on a Facebook page celebrating the BMW Z cars, and after a
few messages back and forth, we had our “new guy.”

Wesley will be illustrating the “Old School” column, and we 
think illustration adds to the vintage feel of this column,
celebrating audicelebrating audio’s past.

We hope you enjoy his work as much as we do.

www.vacamps.com
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111 
Manger z1 

Manger's z1 is a stand

mounted version of their 

s1 and p1 floorstanders. 

Like all of their speakers, 

it shares the legendary 

Manger driver, that takes 

care of all frequencies 

from 360hz on up, not 

unlike an ESL in that 

respect. 

Yet, where panels need 

a massive amount of 

space to deliver the 

spacious sound they are 

famous for, Manger 

speakers deliver a 

transparency and freedom 

from these issues, 

without the space 

requirements, and are 

easy to drive. 

Click here to read more. 
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mise-en-scene

Cover Shot:
The Focal Stella Utopia EM
is a speaker full of complex
angles. One morning, shortly
after unpacking and while 
doing initial setup, the light
in the listening room was 
perfect. perfect. 

An iPhone shot for reference
was taken, but after leaving 
a Nikon DSLR on a tripod for
six weeks, to catch that light
again, it never happened quite
that way again. 

And so, that ends up being And so, that ends up being 
our cover. 

www.highendbyoz.com


no.98

It’s getting closer and closer – Issue 100 that is. We had originally planned to have 
some kind of suaree at the Rocky Mountain Audio Fest, as we launched issue number 
1 there, 14 years ago. But schedules have a way of becoming undone, and the show 
is five weeks earlier this year, increasing the size of our anxiety dustball.

As my wife Pamela likes to say in her coaching practice, “today is all we have,” so 
I’m trying to practice a little bit of mindfulness (without strangling everyone in the 
pprocess) and just go with it. But make no mistake, issue 100 is upon us. And I ponder 
if I’ll be around for issue 200? 

Back to the here and now, we’ve got an issue full of speakers for you, large and small. 
The lovely Focal Stella Utopia EMs grace our cover, and at $130,000/pair, they are 
physically and financially imposing. If you want to make them sing, you’ll need a big 
room, a big amp, and a big wallet. However, if you can satisfy these requirements, 
they deliver.

FFor the rest of us with more modest means and rooms, we have a number of great 
options everyone can enjoy from Wharfedale, Bower & Wilkins, ELAC, and a few more. 
This was a fun issue to put together, having the opportunity to listen to so many great 
speakers. It was almost like taking a trip around the world and experiencing a range 
of different cultures. They all do it a little bit differently.

Regardless of what you choose to make music in your listening room, I suggest 
spending some quiet, quality time with your speakers, whether you rustle your dealer’s 
help, or mahelp, or make this a solitary pursuit. If I’ve learned anything in nearly 40 years of 
being a high performance audio enthusiast, setup is nearly everything, and nothing 
affects the sound of your system (for better or worse) than optimizing your speakers 
to your room. Turntable setup is next, but that’s something we’ll cover in another issue. 
If you’re going to invest in new speakers, or perhaps before you jettison the current 
speakers, make sure they are set up to the best of your ability before you decide.

You might be surprised at what you hear.

Thanks for following us for 14 Thanks for following us for 14 years.
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Playlist:  What Our Readers Are Into

no.1 Washinton
With a number of hifi shows
on the horizon we have a 
handful of tracks
that will help you get a quick
read on a system in any room.

Tone Playlists are sponsored by        

CSN - Dark Star

Crash Test Dummies - Chilin’

Snoop Dogg - Gin n’ Juice

Crowded House - Chocolate Cake

Meshell Ndegcello - Call Me

Pink Floyd - Seamus

AAudioslave - Gasoline

Sbtrkt - Heatwave

Miles Davis - Tutu

Joni Mitchell - Ladies Man
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The Nakamichi 1000
 

In 1979, most of my buddies were interested in the 
muscle cars of the day, debating Chevy vs. Ford.
 
But my dream was something entirely different.
I wanted a Nakamichi 1000. MI wanted a Nakamichi 1000. Maybe that explains
a few things.

My neighbor and past TONE contributor, Todd had
the 600 series components, and I had 400 series 
gear, with a 500 deck. We were debating reel to 
reel vs. cassette. And the Nak 1000 was the grail.
 

Mind you, these were still amazing tape decks in
their day, and especially in the context of the systems
we had back then. 

But there was still a difference between the tape
and the album...  We didn’t even know what things
like soundstage or dynamics was. But a visit to our
local hifi shop when the Nakamichi rep was therelocal hifi shop when the Nakamichi rep was there
proved that the tape could sound as good as the
record.

We were hooked. 

Jeff Dorgay, with illustrations by Wesley Rubio  

www.telluriumq.com


Everything powered up and the transport
operated as smooth as I remembered it back in
1979, but this dream was not meant to be.

Record functionality would not engage, so 
there would be no mix tape today, or any day
for that matter.

The good news? PlThe good news? Playback quality is lovely, I 
didn’t pay a fortune for the deck, and it looks
super cool sitting on the rack. You can’t always
get what you want, eh?

So as one vintage gear lover to his audience,
unless you have the cassette deck repair gene,
pass on one of these.

 

The moral of the story?

Don’t miss the forest for the trees. Sure, we all
want to stumble onto that vintage pair of 
McIntosh MC30s or Marantz 2275 reciever at
a garage sale for next to nothing. If you’re 
vigilant, it just might happen.

But while you’re waiting, don’t overlook the But while you’re waiting, don’t overlook the 
interesting but unidentified piece. Sometimes
that is just as satisfying. Even though this table
started out looking like it had survived the big
one, it didn’t mean it couldn’t still make music 
after a day at the spa.

If you are new to the vintage game, keep your
eyes on the eyes on the Audio Karma forum, it’s a great
resource for parts, repair information, and 
often some much needed motivation to finish
your project!

www.audiokarma.org

Somhow though, I just never got an extra $2,000
to buy a Nakamichi 1000. My car wasn’t even 
worth $2,000 back then. Though for nearly a 
decade I did sacrifice decent (and sometimes safe)
transportation for audio. Priorities.

Just recently, the
dream became real.dream became real.
It was a bittersweet
reunion.
Should you want to get a Nak 1000 of your very
own, keep in mind that replacement parts are
becoming more and more scarce by the day, and
almost no one can work on one of these anymore.

Nak wizard Willy Hermann won’t touch one, andNak wizard Willy Hermann won’t touch one, and
in a recent email exchange, he told me “they are
very difficult to make perform to spec anymore.”

Stubborn human that I am, I bought one anyway,
that was claimed to have a full service. Due to 
border issues, I chose to have the deck shipped
locally to staffer Paul DeMara, and he would bring
the booty over the Canadian border for a lunchthe booty over the Canadian border for a lunch
meeting in Seattle to make the handoff.

Keep in mind that Paul was kind enough to hang
on to this deck for about six months until we could 
get together, and kudos to his wife Kathy, for not
being upset with one more hifi box around the
house!

After the drive home, before even unpacking, theAfter the drive home, before even unpacking, the
Nak was out of its box, (well packed, BTW) up on
the rack, and I was ready to make a mix tape! I 
was determined. Fortunately, the 1000 has an 
attached power cord, so there was no time lost in
hunting one down.

Jeff Dorgay, with illustrations by Wesley Rubio  
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Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss me
 - The Cure

A great road trip cassette if there
ever was one. And the rare upbeat
tempo of this Cure album is a true
surprise.

In House
The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

www.soundorg.com


www.audiovisionsf.com


1095
Great sound for slightly more than a G!                                                                   By Jeff Dorgay

Near perfect driver
integration

Big sound, small form
factor

Zero downside

Bending The Rules:
The ELAC
Carina BS243.4

When you think of maximum hifi value, few speakers have garnered as 
much praise as ELAC over the past few years. Designed by master speaker 
builder Andrew Jones, their small and mighty monitors are on the top of 
everyone's "best of" list, with their B6 speakers at only $229 a pair are an 
incredible triumph of what can be accomplished on a tight budget.

Going up the price ladder, to $1,195 brings all the essential traits we've come 
to associate with ELto associate with ELAC, adding a level of physical and sonic refinement I'd 
expect in a much more expensive speaker. I mean no disrespect to Mr. Jones, 
but when you're building a pair of speakers for $229, there's no margin for 
error. My other favorite inexpensive mini monitor, the Paradigm Atom is 
similar yet different. As you go up the ladder, even $75/pair, every dollar
spent on this resistor, a piece of wire, or cabinet material, is critical. There's 
no margin for error or waste at this price, and that's why I find the Carinas 
so fascinating. I'd wager, that there's as great a density of thought in speaso fascinating. I'd wager, that there's as great a density of thought in speakers 
like this as a flagship speaker on one level.

Jumping right in

Wanting to waste no time getting to business on the smallest of the Carinas, 
they were installed in our living room system, and just for the first few days 
of break-in, placed on top of my JBL L-100 Classics, while speaker stands 
were procured. Even up to high, they sound inviting from the second they 
are powered up, in this case with the lovely Conare powered up, in this case with the lovely Conrad-Johnson ART 27A, at 
$22,995. (Yeah, that's not a typo) 

Playing the oldest speaker demo trick in the book, the Carina's sound 
incredible with the ART. Rocking through a long Rick Springfield playlist, 
I'm taken out of my totally 80s mood and plunged into a ton of Miles Davis. 
You say Kind of Blue, I say Bitches Brew every time. As "Pharaoh's Dance" 
starts to float between the speakers, there's definitely magic going on.

Port in the stormPort in the storm

Thanks to the bottom-firing port, the bass response on these small monitors 
is extended and smooth. We've never seen a bottom-firing port on a mini 
monitor, so this is a novel application, yet it also allows a broader range of 
placement options than a rear, or even front-firing port. Small speakers 
ported from the rear panel are much harder to place close to the wall in 
small rooms or theater situations, where they might have to be up on a shelf 
liteliterally. Room correction in today's modern AVRs can work minor miracles, 
but the more judicious you can be with it, the better the outcome.

$1,199
elac.com

TONE98.30
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After a couple days of playing music of all 
types, perched on top of the JBL's, it was 
time to escape the dorm room set up and 
get serious. Lightly blu-tacked to a pair of 
Sound Anchors 24-inch stands, brings the 
EMT tweeters much closer to ear height, 
and with a little bit more fine-tuning, these and with a little bit more fine-tuning, these 
speakers spring to life. Should you buy a 
pair, give them at least 2-3 days of play, they 
open up tremendously, showing their real 
voice after a short run in.  So, we tried the 
Carinas in two separate environments.

The BS243.4s are available in satin black, 
as you see here, or in satin white and their as you see here, or in satin white and their 
curved shape is finished to perfection on 
every surface. These speakers look and feel 
more like something you'd expect to have 
at least another zero on the price tag, and the 
small, chrome rings around the 5 ¼" woofer and 
tweeter are tastefully restrained, rather than 
some of the big, blingsome of the big, blingy, chrome rings we've seen. 
These speakers look as beautiful as they sound. 
You can read the full tech specs here:
  
https://www.elac.com/product/carina-bs243-4/?r=us.  

It's interesting to note, that in both rooms the Carinas 
sound a bit soft and unengaging when listening at a low 
(approximately 75db ave(approximately 75db average level), but when inched up 
above about 80db, they really come alive. Let's face it, that 
small woofer can only move so much air! On the desktop, 
they perform better at extremely low volume levels, than they 
do out in a room at low levels, no doubt due to proximity.

Small Room

Placing the Carinas in a 12 x 14-foot room, powered by the new 
PrimaLuna PrimaLuna EVO100 amplifier, 40 watts per channel of tube power 
is more than enough to make for an engaging system. Going a step 
further and adding a small sub to the mix is even more intriguing, 
but not necessary to get great sound from these. I used a small REL 
because it was close at hand, but ELAC makes a full line of powered 
subwoofers, so you can keep your system all ELAC. As always, place 
the speakers apart until the soundstage disappears, and then bring 
them back together a bit, to pull the stereo image back together.them back together a bit, to pull the stereo image back together.

  
TONE98.031
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As mentioned earlier, that bottom-firing port doesn't    
interfere with the room, so once you have width 
figured out, just move the speakers closer to the wall 
until you achieve your favorite blend of mid-bass 
and low bass. Finally, a little bit of experimentation 
with rake will give you that last touch of treble 
smoothness and integsmoothness and integration with the woofer. All 
told, this should only take about 30 minutes, with a 
little help.

Set up nearfield in a small-ish room is immersive,
and I preferred the speakers closer together than 
usual, only about 4 feet apart (tweeter center to 
tweeter center) making the ELACs sound like a 
massive pair of headphones. This is a lot of fun and massive pair of headphones. This is a lot of fun and 
bringing in the speakers a little bit, eliminates most 
of the sidewall interaction.

Medium Room 

Moving to my living room that is 13 x 18, the Carinas 
still turn in an excellent performance. If anything, 
the down-firing woofer opens up and moves more 
air in the slightly larger room. About 9 feet from the air in the slightly larger room. About 9 feet from the 
couch proves great, though this changes the 
presentation, now a little less intimate, yet rendering 
a broad soundfield for such a small pair of speakers. 
The stereo image is wider, but not quite as deep. The 
speakers have no problem at all, filling this room 
with the modest power of the EVO100 integrated.

1095
Great sound for slightly more than a G!                                                                By Jeff Dorgay

Listening to Matthew Sweet and Susanna Hofts cover 
Bryan Ferry's "More Than This," is particularly 
engaging, feeling the ELACs keep these two unique 
voices separate, yet blended together in their harmony 
bits. Where the baby ELACs give much more sound 
than one might expect for a $229/pair set of speakers, 
the small Carinas are top of the category mini-monitors.the small Carinas are top of the category mini-monitors. 

Again, the comparison to the KEF LS-50 comes up, 
and while the small KEFs excel in coherence, the 
ELACs are much better well rounders, doing so much 
really well, where the LS-50 does a single thing 
incredibly well. Not that these speakers are any slouch 
in the coherence department.

Final thoughtsFinal thoughts

As with any top-shelf speaker, the ELACs continue 
to reveal more music as they are paired with better 
ancillaries. Should you build a system around them, 
they are forgiving enough to pair up with a budget 
or vintage amplifier and resolving enough to mate 
with amplifiers in the $1,500 - $5,000 range. 

Though their Though their rated sensitivity sounds a bit low-ish 
(85db/1-watt) they deliver room-filling sound with 
even 20 watts per channel and are easily driven by 
tube amplification as well as solid-state. The JET AMT 
tweeter is very smooth and does not need a tube 
amplifier to tame it.

Other than reproducing the last octave of deep bass, 
or being able to plor being able to play at earsplitting levels, the strength 
of these speakers is the high level of musical 
information they reveal, for their minimal cost. It's 
exciting to see several truly great speakers that are 
in reach of any music lover. The ELAC Carinas are 
certainly at the top of our list.

Andrew Jones' sterling 
reputation is once again reputation is once again 
upheld with the ELAC 
Carinas. These are 
fantastic speakers.
www.elac.com

TONE98.034
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Almost Everything You Need 
The TUK Kanto speakers 

$799/pair 
kantoaudio.com 

My apologies for the title. To be absolutely correct, the .fUKs are all iY,OU need if you don't want to listen to records. Music lovers sourcing tneir tunes digitally, have everything they need inside the small (bu�ell packed) box that the TUKs arrive in. 
' / For $799 a pair, these speak

,
ens

off er an incredible amoun� ojj 
sound for the price. ,. 
Much as I hate listening to the Eagles, their first album is well recorcled and offers some great harmonies, most that get lost on so called, budget speakers. The integration between the TUKs 5 ¼" woofer and AMT tweeter , is flawless, and they offer distinct separation of these voices, doing an excellent job keeping the tracks' pace locked down. Whether listening to layered harmonies, densely recorded metal tracks, or acoustic tunes, the TUKs are a pleasure to listen to, for hours on end. 
This, along with t�e firsf week of listening�as done strictly with the Bluetooth input from my phone;�a Roon ana!Qobuz. I suspect that a lot f the potential audience for thes?speakers (or� compact, powered peaker for that matter) is more.Qf an "�the go" listener, so if this nappens torbe you; �o� will not be disappoiI1ted using the TUKs this waY: 

' 

. ' 

i 
,1 � 

I 
� 
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Moving up

Should you have further audiophile aspirations, 
the TUKs have you covered with a built in 24/96 
DAC, accessible via the rear panel USB port, RCA/
SPDIF port, or an optical input. Sampling each, with 
an old SONY CD changer and Mac Book Pro, again 
streaming 24/96 files from Qobuz and CDs is a majorstreaming 24/96 files from Qobuz and CDs is a major 
step up, with the TUKs offering a much higher level 
of performance from the already impressive 
Bluetooth input.

Listening to a number of the same tracks from the 
initial audition period, is a completely different 
experience utilizing the on-board DAC. Clarity 
mamakes a major jump forward, and if you have the 
opportunity to truly place the TUKs for optimum 
sound, a much bigger and deeper sound field awaits 
you as well. In typical fashion, Kanto puts the 
amplifier and DAC in one speaker, tethering to the 
other with a speaker cable. The powered speaker 
is designated left and the passive right, but should 
you need to have the powered speayou need to have the powered speaker on the left 
due to proximity of your AC outlet, it takes a mere 
push of the button on the remote control to re-
orient the speakers.

Subtleties make the difference

This is a very nice touch, and something I haven’t 
seen on other powered speakers. The TUKs are 
full of nice touches, from their satin finish to the full of nice touches, from their satin finish to the 
aforementioned remote. Fit and finish is high 
quality, and if there were no badges on these 
speakers, you’d believe me if I told you that these 
were built in the same factory that the $4,500 pair 
of Bowers & Wilkins Duo’s we reviewed recently.

Attention to detail is more than skin deep with the 
TUKs. In addition to the high-quality TUKs. In addition to the high-quality DAC and 130 
watts per channel on tap, the TUKs also offer an 
on board phono stage, which we took advantage 
of with a few budget turntables from Rega and 
Pro-Ject, utilizing moving magnet cartridges, as 
well as a vintage Technics with a new Pro-Ject MM 
cartridge. On one level, this might be the most 
impressive feature of the TUK – these speaimpressive feature of the TUK – these speakers 
have a damn good phono stage built in! If you 
already have a turntable, or are thinking of adding
one, the TUKs are a perfect place to start. 
 

The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Smaller  Spaces                                                                                                       

TONE98.037
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Put em anywhere

The small 8.5”W x 10.9”H x 7”D footprint makes the 
TUKs easy to place for maximum fun. Thanks to 
the TUKs wide dispersion, they offer great sound 
no matter where you have to place them. However, 
if you do want a more traditional audiophile setup, 
a good pair of stands with the speaa good pair of stands with the speakers about 6-9 
feet apart delivers the goods. Work with the room, 
best you can to achieve the best balance of upper 
bass smoothness and lower bass extension. 

Kanto claims a low frequency limit of 50hz, and 
this seems reasonable as long as you don’t push the 
TUKs too hard with tracks having a lot of sub bass 
information. information. 

For the rest of you, a subwoofer is easily added. 
Thanks to an 80hz internal crossover, you can add 
one of Kanto’s subs, or anything else that has a 
high-level input. As I didn’t have a Kanto sub on 
hand, my REL T7 (which used to sell for about $349) 
worked well, and its white finish goes with the 
current aesthetic. Much as I love the TUKs, addingcurrent aesthetic. Much as I love the TUKs, adding 
the sub really makes for a more full-range system, 
especially if you like music with a lot of low bass. 
With sub in place, tracking through hip hop and 
EDM faves is a breeze, and crossing over the TUKs, 
relieving them of amplifying the lowest frequency 
gives them even more dynamic range.

The small footprint maThe small footprint makes the TUKs easy to bring 
music along wherever you might happen to be. 
They were as at home in my garage for a weekend 
worth of car maintenance as they were at an 
impromptu gathering, and on my back porch, by 
the fireplace. 

Actually, they work exceptionally well as a go 
everywhere party speaker. You might even call the 
TUKs the perfect road trip companion. Thanks to 
all the inputs and small size, they also make perfect 
powered desktop monitors. 

Those of you that spend a lot of time in front of a 
screen will enjscreen will enjoy these as conduits for your favorite 
tunes, or even to use editing video. Editing a few 
upcoming YouTube pieces was a snap through the 
TUKs.

Sonic superstars

Cool as everything else about the TUKs are, their 
sonic performance is well above everything else 
we’ve heard in this price we’ve heard in this price range. They not only reveal 
a high level of musical detail, they have a level of 
refinement that is absent in this price category. Oh 
yeah, they even have a built-in headphone amp. 
And It’s really good.

With or without a subwoofer, we can’t think of a 
better way to spend $799 on a hifi system. And 
remember, this isn’t just a pair of powered spearemember, this isn’t just a pair of powered speakers, 
the Kanto TUKs are a complete hifi system. 

Everything you need to listen to music is in the box. 
Well, except for a turntable! And we are pleased 
to award the Kanto TUKs the Audiophile Apartment’s 
first Product of the Year award. Whether you are 
just starting your journey, or need another system 
elsewhere in your environment, a pair of these will elsewhere in your environment, a pair of these will 
provide you with a lot of listening pleasure.

The Audiophile Apartment
Sound for Smaller Spaces                                                                                                      
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Playlist:  What Our Readers Are Into

no.2    Boulder

When you make amplifiers with 
endless dynamics, TOOL really 
comes alive. Boulder’s Steve
Huntley shared his favorite TOOL
tracks at this year’s Rocky Mountain
Audio Festival.

TTONE Playlists are sponsored by:         

 

 

Pnuema - Fear Inoculum

7empest - Fear Inoculum

Descending - Fear Inoculum

Schism - Lateralus

No Quarter-cover - Salival

The Pot - 10,000 Days

Rosetta Stoned - 10,000 DRosetta Stoned - 10,000 Days

Jambi - 10,000 Days

Prison Sex - Undertow

Sober - Undertow
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The Journeyman Audiophile
Sound for a bit more than a G...                                         

The Bowers and Wilkins Formation Duo

Much fun as it is to listen to music, there’s something special about 
a manufacturer that goes out of their way to deliver aesthetic as well 
as functional excellence. Bowers and Wilkins has always been in this 
category, from their entry level Zeppelin all the way up to the flagship 
800 series. 

Having been to their facility in Having been to their facility in Worthing, (West Sussex, England) a few
times, has always been enthralling, yet as a hard core automobile 
enthusiast, I love the paint shop. The level of craftsmanship that goes 
into the finish of a Bowers and Wilkins product is off the chart good. 
Off the chart good even for the world’s best automobiles, not just speakers. 
The last time we visited, people from the Rolls Royce plant (which is 
just down the way) were in an intense discussion with the B&W techs, 
and when I asand when I asked if they were giving the B&W crew a few tips, our host 
said, “no they come here to get tips from us.” 

He wasn’t kidding. 

TONE98.044



Where B&W has always done a crisp, smooth 
gloss black finish, like no one else, they are now 
covering their speakers with a sexy, matte finish. 
Again, No premium luxury or sports car has a 
finish like this, the tactile experience of B&Ws 
new Formation speakers almost defies definition.

The Journeyman Audiophile
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www.abyss-phones.com


B&W has 
created a 
masterpiece
A powered,wireless Formation Sub is 
also part of the mix, as is the Formation 
Audio hub. This makes multi-room 
sound arealitsound areality, and it allows adding a 
turntable to your wireless system. 

Considering the level of sound quality,
functionality, and build, the B&W Duo
is a bargain at $3,995. And an
Exceptional Value Award winner.

Pretty cool.

bowers-wilkins.combowers-wilkins.com

Ok, ok, the sound

Everyone has their biases, and I must guiltily admit that 
I like the sound of B&Ws carbon tweeter better than the 
diamond tweeter that is in the current 800 series. (I use 
Sonus faber speakers as a personal reference, so I sway 
towards the mellower side of tonality, if that helps) This 
is precisely what the is precisely what the Formation Duos offer - an engaging
yet relaxing sound.

And they couldn’t be easier to use. Plug them in, install
the app and roll. Selfishly, they are a ROON endpoint, so
I was rocking out in mere minutes. They are also Apple
Air Play, Spotify, and Bluetooth compatible. You can
always go old school and hook them up with a cable too.

HonestlHonestly, that still provides the best data transfer, 
especially if you are streaming high resolution files. The
Formation Duo has an audiophile quality DAC built-in,
along  with “Dynamic EQ” and digital signal processing.
Each speaker has 125 watts at its command, so the Duos
fill the room with authority.

These are the first wireless speakers that don’t sound
lilike wireless was an afterthought. 
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www.bowers-wilkins.com
www.toneimports.com


Welcome to MINE:

We’re not just crazy about music and hi-fi here at TONE. While we can put many labels
on our ethos, claiming to be music lovers, audiophiles, or perhaps even qualityphiles,
that doesn’t even cover it. Having me so many of our readers from all over the globe, as
we are well into our 13th year, I’d say our readers are playful and inquisitive to say the least.

You’ve told us you like automobiles, motorcycles, fine art, bicycles, toys, cameras...
WWell, you get the picture. Lumping this all under a banner labeled “Style” seems too
limiting. Let’s face it, we’re all a little selfish when it comes to our stuff.

So, let’s call it what it is - MINE! And we’ll be sharing more of our favorite stuff as we go.

 
European Audio Team KT-88s
$1,795/matched quad
europeanaudioteam.com (distributed by VANA LTD in the US)

IIf the 300Bs were any indication, we are just itching to get our hands on a set of these
ultra-premium KT88s.

And, we’ve got a few amplifiers just waiting to give them a test drive with.

 

www.floridaaudioexpo.com
www.vanaltd.com


Straight outta Compton - N.W.A.

We’ve said it before, we’ll say it again, this is hip hop’s Sgt. Pepper. It  just
happened to be a major flashback and epiphany rolled into one, when this
came up on XM Radio, while garage sale shopping for the magazine, and 
appeared in a pile of cassettes at the first garage we visited.

The best part, 50 cents. The grumpy fellow in the garage remarked, “you
can have that whole box of can have that whole box of rap shit for 50 cents, just get it out of here.”

Score. Hearing this masterpiece on remastered vinyl is one thing, but  
pushing the play button on the cassette deck just seems so much more real.

In House
The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

www.vanaltd.com
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Audio Technica Nordost Clearaudio VAS 
AT-OC9XSH Dual QKore3 Balance V2 MM/MC Nova Special MC 
Moving Coil Cartridge Ground Unit Phono Stage (Silver) Cartridge w/Stylus 

$648.99 $3,499.99 $3,499.99 $1,799.99 

• ·

• I

Audioquest Cayin Equi=Tech Hana 
Niagara 1200 Low-Z Power A-SOT MKII Tube Int. 1.5RQ Power ML Microline 

Noise-Dissipation System Amp w/MM Phono Stage Conditioner MC Cartridge 0.4mV 

$999.95 $1,899.99 $4,699.99 $1,199.99 

--
• 

•I 
A 

KirmussAudio Music Hall Klaudio 
KA-RC-1 Ultrasonic SR-009 Ltd. 80th Anniv. Aztec Blue Turntable KD-CLN-LP200 

Restoration System Open Back Headphones Platter Cork Mat Ultrasonic Cleaner 

$875.00 $3,824.99 $89.99 $4,799.99 

Audio Desk Systeme 
Vinyl Cleaner Pro 
Record Cleaner 

$3999.99 

lsoAcoustics 
GAIA I Speaker 
Isolators (Set of 4) 

$599.99 

Music Hall 
MMF-3.3 Turntable 
w/ Ortofon 2M Red 

$699.99 

www.devildog.com
https://elusivedisc.com
https://elusivedisc.com/audio-technica-at-oc9xsh-dual-moving-coil-cartridge/
https://elusivedisc.com/vas-nova-special-mc-cartridge-0-4mv/
https://elusivedisc.com/nordost-qkore3-ground-unit/
https://elusivedisc.com/clearaudio-balance-plus-mm-mc-phono-stage-silver/
https://elusivedisc.com/audio-desk-systeme-vinyl-cleaner-pro-record-cleaner/
https://elusivedisc.com/audioquest-niagara-1200-low-z-power-noise-dissipation-system/
https://elusivedisc.com/cayin-a-50t-mkii-tube-integrated-amp-with-mm-phono-stage/
https://elusivedisc.com/equi-tech-1-5rq-power-conditioner/
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https://elusivedisc.com/sasha-cooke-if-you-love-for-beauty-volume-1-180g-45rpm-lp/
https://elusivedisc.com/kenny-burrell-introducing-kenny-burrell-180g-lp/
https://elusivedisc.com/the-trio-palabras-lo-que-dice-mi-cantara-180g-lp/
https://elusivedisc.com/vanessa-fernandez-i-want-you-hybrid-stereo-sacd/
https://elusivedisc.com/the-locrian-ensemble-of-london-live-beethoven-series-piano-concerto-no-5-emperor-180g-import-lp/


The Shinola Islander Detrola

$395  (waiting list at present)

Even though Shinola doesn’t carry much weight
with the real watch collectors, their products are
well made, fun, and come in a plethora of colors.

The Islander, pictured here, features a 43mm
faceface, and is available in other colors - but this
really seems to be the one.

Shinola playfully calls the Detrola, “The Official
Watch of Something.  There you go.

www.shinola.com
www.soundorg.com


Just when you thought cartridges and cables were expensive...

The new Veil from Kohler offers .8 or 1.28 gallon flushes, and incorporates bidet functions 
for “optimum hygiene and ultimate comfort.”  

It’s tankless design, means no unsightly water tank, and associated parts to repair in the 
future. It also has an LED touchscreen remote an a heated seat.   

 

The Kohler Veil Toilet
$5,300
us.kohler.com

www.us.kohler.com
www.toruspower.com


Adidas “Rivalry”
Keith Haring Sneakers
$140
adidas.com

Keith Haring still gets the nod for old school street cred. What better way to 
show some respect than a pair of these? Especially at six in the morning.

Peace.

www.boulderamp.com
www.adidas.com


Healthy Just Got Easier:
Goli ACV Gummies

$19 (1 mo. supply)
www.goli.com                      

Why is it that so much healthy stuff
is so unpleasant? If you’re someone
who makes apple cider vinegar part
of your daily health regimen, you 
probably have grown used to the
taste, but it’s still not on your favorite
listlist, and you’ve probably had a tough
time convincing your friends.

Now, there’s a yummy, all natrual
solution that gives you maximum
benefit with no downside.

Stay healthy, so you can listen to your
record collection longer!

www.goli.com
www.anamightysound.com


The Monkees on TV
$34.99/season 
amazon.com

The “prefab four” get a bad rap from some, but for many of us, the music
has held up pretty well over time. Though the Monkees aren’t available on
any of the streaming services, those of you with a disc player, can watch 
the original episodes in all of their glory.

Not a bad place to go on a staycation.

 

www.amazon.com
www.hificentre.com


Acoustical Systems Clamp
$695

rutherfordaudio.com

We’ve tried a lot of record clamps,
but the perfectionist approach at

Acoustical Stystems wins.

Just liJust like their amazingly good protractor,
and over the top headshell, adding the clamp
to your table that doesn’t have one will improve

your sound .

Keeping the record flatter
and helping to damp vibration
makes for a bigger soundstage.

www.recordingthemasters.com
www.upscaleaudio.com


Eames Molded Plywood Chair
$1,009 - $1,574 (finish dependent)
dwr.com

Chairs seem to be somewhat of an obsession here
at TONE... While many people own, or dream of owning
the full blown Eames Lounge, the plywood chairs are
ppretty cool in their own right.

Originally designed as task chairs for use in 
schools, this chair is made with the same 
process that Herman Miller uses to sculpt
the shell of the big lounge chair.

Another great addition to your listening
room for your guests.ß

www.dwr.com
www.audioclassics.com


The Snickers Cranky
$1.50 (how cool is that?)

My friend John Darko, from Darko
Audio.com always talks about 
being a cranky pants.

Now you can celebrate your
ccrankiness with a candy bar made
just for you.

Not a bad audiophile accessory
when you are setting up speakers,
trying to fine tune VTA, or arguing
about which high res digital format
is “the best.”

TTake a break, get a most excellent
sugar buzz and have a Snickers.

And they have plenty of other fun
emotions to suit your other moods.

www.goldnote.it


McIntosh Directors Chair
$120

mcintoshlaboratories.com

If you’ve got the towel, you need
the chair too. Or maybe a few of them for

when guests drop by for an unscheduled listening
eventevent.  The only burning question is why the folks

in the marketing department at McIntosh don’t offer
these in blue to match the towels.

Either way, what a great way to show your love for one of
the USA’s finest (and longest running) audio brands.

Now, bring back the McIntosh clock!  Hint, hint... 

www.mcintoshlaboratories.com
www.soundorg.com


What’s in a name? When we decided what 
to call the new beer column, the name swill 
instantly came to mind as we were walking 
around the liquor store. An epiphany struck 
as we turned around and there it was, from 
our pals at 10 Barrel Brewing, a six pack of 
beer, affectionately called beer, affectionately called Swill. It was a gift 
from the Beer gods.

The packaging calls this beer an American 
Radler, “a perfect blend of American Sour Ale 
and multiple layers of citrus.” Not to be confused 
with a Shandy, which is relatively similar in 
the sense that is beer mixed with lemonade – 
though some mix the beer with Ginger Ale, though some mix the beer with Ginger Ale, 
while others mix with grapefruit juice as a 
variation on a theme. Where the Radler started 
as a German concoction, the Shandy comes to 
us from the British. Yeah, we could probably 
argue about this forever.

Swilling down said six pack, the first thing you
notice is that citrusy taste. It tastes almost linotice is that citrusy taste. It tastes almost like 
cider without the apple flavor – it has that kind 
of consistency. It almost doesn’t taste like beer 
at all. According to the 10 Barrel website, this 
is a seasonal beer, so it won’t be here in the 
Pacific Northwest again till the spring time. 
But we can lament the summer, eh?

ItIt’s an acquired taste, and takes a little time to 
grow on you. (Even if you’re a chick that tends 
to go for chick beer) The only guy I’ve ever met 
that likes it doesn’t like beer. But remember 
this is the Pacific Northwest. It’s IPA land. We 
like beer that tastes like a pureed loaf of bread, 
so perhaps our judgement isn’t as objective as 
it should be.it should be.

10barrel.com

Legal Stuff: While we all enjoy consuming adult
beverages, (if you’re of legal age, of course) TONE 
and Cardas Audio ask you to be responsible...

Swill
Sponsored by Cardas Audio                                                                                                       By Pamela Dorgay

www.10barrel.com


Playlist:  What Our Readers Are Into

no.3 Minneapolis

Audio Research’s Warren Gehl is the 
ears of the company, and he uses some
interesting tracks to fine tune the sound
of their amplifiers.

This list is all from his collection of 12”
singles, so you might not be able to find
these without goign to the record store!these without goign to the record store!

TONE Playlists sponsored by... 

 

TOSCA - Suzuki In Dub, G-Stone Recordings, 
12” single vinyl remixes, import (Austria), 
 
FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON - Cascade, 
Astralwerks 12” single vinyl remixes, parts 
1-5, domestic/import (EU)

THE CURE - Close THE CURE - Close To You, Fiction 12” single 
vinyl remix, import (EU) 
 
ROXY MUSIC - The Main Thing b/w Take A  
Chance With Me, Virgin/Editions EG 12”  
single vinyl remix, import (EU)

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN - The Killing 
Moon, Moon, Korova 12” single vinyl ext version, 
import (EU) 

KRAFTWERK - Neon Lights, Capitol 12” 
single vinyl (glow-in-the-dark green) , US 
pressing 

BAUHAUS - Bela Lugosi’s Dead, 12” 
single, import (EU)

U2 - Hallelujah Here She Comes b/w Desire, U2 - Hallelujah Here She Comes b/w Desire, 
Island 12” vinyl single, domestic/import (EU)

ART OF NOISE - Moments In Love, Music On 
Vinyl (reissue)/ Virgin (original) 12” single 
vinyl remixes, import (EU)

COURTNEY PINE - Children of the Ghetto,  
Island 12” vinyl single remix, import (EU)
  

 

www.vanaltd.com


If you’ve experienced Focals’ Grande Utopia Ems in a large room, set up to perfection, it’s easy to see 
why many consider them one of the (if not the) world’s finest loudspeakers. But like a hyper sports 
car, they need a lot of space to give their all. And if you’ve ever heard the Grande’s and not been 
wowed, they were either set up poorly or in too small of a room. Their well over $200k/pair price and 
size requirements limit them to a small audience.

The $100,000 less a pair of Stellas cost should be enough to buy a system to go with. Still not for the 
less than well funded, but the difference between a $500k or closer to $1M system is often a very less than well funded, but the difference between a $500k or closer to $1M system is often a very 
different customer, with other requirements. As someone once told me, “the difference between me, 
and my friends with big, big money is the jet. I fly first class, they have their own plane. We stay in 
the same five-star hotels and golf at Pebble, but they have the plane. Me, I walk to work, but I get it.

Focal Stella Utopia EM EVO
$130,000/pair

focal.com

Cover Story:
One Step From the
Top is Still Grand...

www.focal.com


So, if you’re on board, and shopping speakers in 
this price range, there are some exciting choices. 
Where 10 or 15 years ago, this would be the top, it 
is now first class. (at least in terms of price) I submit 
that those having a somewhat smaller listening 
environment can achieve nearly the same result 
with the Stellas. However, the Stellas still need awith the Stellas. However, the Stellas still need a 
fair amount of room to sing. Much like the Martin
Logan Neoliths, we reviewed a few years back and 
the Sonus faber Aida, these speakers all taxed the 
limits of my listening room, which is only 16 x 24 
feet. To be fair to Focal, I would suggest that this is 
the smallest room to achieve greatness with these 
speaspeakers. 

Any less listening space and you would probably 
be better served with the next speaker down the 
range, the Maestro Utopia. The Maestros were 
much easier to optimize to our room, but they lack  
the field coil woofer and wide range of adjustments 
making fine-tuning them to the 
ultimate degree that the Stella ultimate degree that the Stella 
possesses. Choices can be tough.

The Stella does share the same 
field coil technology as the 
Grande, though in this speaker, 
the woofer is a 13-inch unit, 
instead of the 16-inch one in the 
GGrande. Either way, the Stella 
still goes down to 22 Hz, so there 
really is no need for a subwoofer.
This is a true full range speaker. 
Long term TONE readers know 
we like the low frequencies, and 
whether listening to a full 
orchestorchestra, or the heaviest beats, the Stellas can rattle 
your listening room.

You will need Jedi-like patience

First, make sure and have help unboxing the Stellas. 
They weigh just a bit over 600 pounds each in their 
sturdy crates, and 374 pounds each, unboxed. 
Removing them is very straightforward, and in this 
case, case, Focal is at the top of their class compared to 
a few other large speakers we’ve used. Unboxed, 
they are temporarily mounted on wheels, so once 
your assistants have them on the listening floor, the 
rest of the process is a breeze. Usually, the long wall 
in our main listening room is the go-to position, but 
in this case, placing the Stellas on the short wall, 
with the tweeters about five feet out from the rearwith the tweeters about five feet out from the rear 
wall proves perfect. There are two sets of adjustments 
for the low frequencies – the first tips up the bass 
response at about 50 Hz, in increments from a flat 
position, and the second increases or decreases the 
output of the woofer. A single set of jumpers increases 

midrange level and there are two settings for the 
tweeters, also adjustable via beefy jumpers, with a 
chart on the back of the Stellas, accessed by clicking 
the rear panel behind the tweeter.

This degree of adjustment either makes you super 
happy or drive you to insanity. We feel it makes a 
speaspeaker this good, so much easier to implement, 
and also is part of what makes the Stellas unique 
in their own right. Focal claims 243 individual 
adjustments. I probably tried 30 before I got to a 
level of extreme happiness. But don’t get too crazy 
with adjustments just yet. Here’s the only bit of bad 
news concerning these speakers – they take a long 
time to break in all the wtime to break in all the way. Some say it’s close to 
1000 hours. They sound flat, forward, and constricted 
out of the crates, but don’t despair. They start to open 
up between 100 and 200 hours, really coming into 
their own at about 400, with marginal improvements 
in clarity and smoothness going forward. As I recall 
                              our reference Sopra no.3s took a 
                                                            few hundred hours to sound their 
                              best too. Some of this is the woofer 
                              surround, some the beryllium 
                              tweeter, and the rest, electronics in 
                              the LF power supply and crossover.

                              Here’s another Stella tip to save 
                              major disappointment. If you’ve 
                                                            never owned a Focal speaker, their 
                              factory in France takes great care 
                              to put a tightly adhering, clear 
                              plastic wrap on the speakers, so 
                              they survive the boat ride. However, 
                              in our case, the friendly folks at Focal 
                              wrapped over the midrange drivers, 
so there was almost no output. Everyone was sittingso there was almost no output. Everyone was sitting 
around after unpacking going “damn these speakers 
have no midrange to speak of,” but it was our fault 
for not double-checking. Remove the black grills 
and make sure the drivers are uncovered!! Plan on 
about a months’ worth of solid listening until your
Stellas sound as they should - don’t give up on them!

Incredibly easy to driveIncredibly easy to drive

Thanks to the field coil woofer and the rest of the 
tech inside the Stellas, they have a sensitivity rating 
of 94db. This sounds good on paper, but some efficient 
speakers have a lot of crossover network loss, still 
needing a massive amplifier to really make a lot of 
sound. Even the 4 watt per channel Whammerdyne 
2A3 delivered heavenly results with the Stellas,2A3 delivered heavenly results with the Stellas, 
though that’s probably not quite enough juice in a 
large room.

                    



Realistically, 30 watts per channel will get the job done, 
and the emphasis should be on quality here. Working 
with the Pass XA30.8(30wpc), Nagra 300B (25wpc), 
VAC Sigma 170i(80wpc) and the new Conrad-Johnson 
ART 27 (36wpc) all were brilliant choices. For those 
having more power on tap, you will get even more 
dynamic swing. Cycling through the Pass XA200.8s,dynamic swing. Cycling through the Pass XA200.8s, 
a pair of Nagra Classic Monoblocks, the Audio Research 
160Ms and the latest EVO400 monoblocks from Prima
Luna were like going from a 600cc motorcycle to a 
1000cc bike. Thanks to the incredibly high resolution 
that the Stellas offer, each of the dozen amplifiers we 
auditioned the Stellas with offered a completely 
different listening experience. different listening experience. 

But the key to Stella's superiority is break in and setup. 
Once you have a rough set performed, plan on spending 
the better part of a day really fine-tuning your Stellas 
for best results. As I’ve said many times before, it’s like 
correctly optimizing VTA on a premium phono cartridge. 
When you get it just right, these big speakers disappear 
into your listening space liinto your listening space like a pair of LS3/5as – it’s an 
experience to behold. If they sound harsh or bright, 
your work is not complete. Pay particularly close 
attention to the rake angle of the speakers, once you’ve 
optimized position for the best balance of low bass 
extension and lack of mid-bass bloat. Then make small 
(I mean tiny) changes on the rake angle to get the 
tweeter position just right. Consider those controls ontweeter position just right. Consider those controls on 
the back as your last resort. I didn’t need them in my 
main listening room, but they were a major blessing 
in my 14 x 18-foot living room. 

Ok let’s go

As your Stellas break-in, you’ll be starting to really get 
a feel for what they can do. Great as the Sopras are, 
in comparison, they lack the degree of resolution andin comparison, they lack the degree of resolution and 
clarity that the Stellas offer. Going back and forth 
between the Stellas, Sopra 3s, and Kanta 3s, the lineage 
is clear – you would never mistake the other speakers 
for anything but Focal, but the sheer ability to move 
air and swing is what makes the Stellas worth their 
considerably higher price tag. You just don’t get this 
in a 20-50k speain a 20-50k speaker. Think those audiophile clichés 
of “lifting the veil,” “cleaning the window,” that kind 
of thing. 

If you like the sheer speed of electrostatic speakers, 
Focal’s beryllium tweeter will not disappoint you. They 
paint a big canvas, and while I always joke that you 
need big speakers to make big sound, you just don’t 
get this level of reach out and touch it with a pair of get this level of reach out and touch it with a pair of 
mini-monitors. Listening to Alan Taylor’s version of 
“The Tennessee Waltz,” and the banter of the musicians 
in the studio is scarily lifelike, reproducing every bit 
of nuance, that you’d expect from a minimalist singer/

songwriter with an acoustic guitar in a small room. 
It doesn’t feel like an excellent recreation, it feels like 
you’re sitting on a stool in the studio, immersed in the 
performance. When using the big Pass monoblocks, 
AC/DCs “For Those About to Rock” can be played loud 
enough without distortion, compression, breakup, or 
collapse in the soundstage to approach the sheer soniccollapse in the soundstage to approach the sheer sonic 
velocity of a live performance. This is where the 94db/
1-watt sensitivity really comes in handy.

Small, single driver, high sensitivity speakers are always 
entertaining, but they don’t play big music in a big way. 
And this is really the value proposition of the Stellas – 
they can render everything from the most intimate 
vocal performance to arena rock. All the while vocal performance to arena rock. All the while keeping 
it in perfect scale and perspective. Few speakers can do 
this, yet the Stellas do it without effort.

An incredible destination, indeed

We could go on and on about all the tech that goes into 
the Stellas, but you can read about that here…   

https://www.focal.com/sites/www.focal.fr/files/
shared/catalog/document/stella-utopia-em-evo_shared/catalog/document/stella-utopia-em-evo_
specification-sheet.pdf

Focal goes into depth about their current beryllium 
tweeter, the latest driver suspension, the EM woofer 
and their new power flower midrange drivers. The 
triumph is that it all works together perfectly.

Having visited the Focal factory, and watching the 
incredibly skilled people that work there build these incredibly skilled people that work there build these 
speakers is a true experience. Everything in the Stellas 
is designed and built from the ground up. All of the 
drivers, the crossover networks, and the cabinets. I’ve 
mentioned this in past Focal reviews, but what I found 
most impressive about the Focal factory is the way they 
integrate modern and legacy techniques in building 
their speatheir speakers. In one room, you observe someone in 
a cleanroom wearing a hazmat suit stamping tweeter 
domes, yet in another, someone is sanding a coat of 
the cabinet’s final finish manually, stopping to feel the 
corners with a bare hand. All of this takes time, 
patience, and skill. While some will obviously balk at 
the price of the Stellas, you could pay this much for a 
timepiece. The Stellas (and the Gtimepiece. The Stellas (and the Grandes) are really 
bespoke loudspeakers, and to me, musical works of art. 

I can’t help but comparing the Stellas to fine cars again, 
because when you drive top range sports cars, Ferrari 
does it one way, Aston Martin another, and Porsche 
still another. All deliver frighteningly good performance,
yet you will respond to one of them more than 
another. Mega speaanother. Mega speakers are the same way.



Putting it all in perspective, and that’s kind of a wacky 
thing for speakers that cost a lot more than most cars, 
the Focal Stella EMs deliver amazing performance. 

Take your breath away performance. 

www.focal.com

www.focal.com


Once you get use to having your low frequency needs
fulfilled you just can’t live without it. Installing a big 
flat screen in the bedroom for late night gaming goes 
limp with those tiny in-screen speakers, right?

So we went back to SVS for a set of their Prime Elevation
ceiling mounts, paired em up with a new Anthem MRX
520 multichannel reciever to ma520 multichannel reciever to make a rocking system.
Adding the PC-4000 sub ties it all together.

When SVS says “the PC-
4000 will fit anywhere,”
they aren’t kidding!
Using their down-firing 13.5-inch driver, 1,200 watts of
power (4000+ peak) and DSP integration - all controlled
controlled with the handy controlled with the handy SVS app, or the remote, Super
Mario Brothers was never more fun.

Thanks to a triple ported (from the top) design, that comes
with three foam plugs, you can fine tune beyond the DSP
to get the perfect amount of bass for your room, and 
change it at will to suit yoursource material.Music, movies, 
and games can all have their own setting.

Even if you use the PC-4000 out of the bedroom, (in whichEven if you use the PC-4000 out of the bedroom, (in which
case you’ll need another one) it’s just as easy to work 
with.

We’ve got a full review on our immediate horizon. We 
bought the review sample if that tells you how much 
we love the PC-4000. Highly recommended.

 

SVS PC-4000
Subwoofer

$1,795

svsound.com

www.svsound.com


We introduce another brand new to the North American
market with Audio Solutions. An initial audition at the
2018 Munich show was impressive, and this relatively
new company is now available here.

One of the biggest benefits of newer companies, is that
they don’t have as much overhead, and legacy product
to warto warranty as a mature company.

This is where 
the great deals 
in audio lurk.
The level of craftsmanship, and equally important, the
sound from the Figaro M’s feel like a much higher 
priced speaker. Our usual audiophile suspects all said
$20k or $25k a pair, (without coaxing) and were stunned$20k or $25k a pair, (without coaxing) and were stunned 
to know the Figaro M’s are only $7500 a pair.

Audio Solutions Figaro M
$7,500/pair
highendbyoz.com

www.highendbyoz.com


www.soundconsultant.com


Audio
Solutions
Figaro M
The Good:

$20k speaker sound for  $7,500

Full range performance, 
fatigue free

Spartan cabinets keep the 
cost down

Amplifier friendlyAmplifier friendly

Not so much:

Those wanting fancier cabinets
will have to look elsewhere

The Verdict:

Off the chart good.

www.passlabs.com


Our friends outside of North America know the secret, but
for our local audience, there’s another beautiful Italian 
in the game. We’ve enjoyed listening to their electronics
that we’ve sampled, and now with the A-3 EVOs arriving,
the speakers are equally engaging.

Gold Note claims the A-3 
EVEVO “is more than meets 
the eye.”
I thought the Brits cornered the market on understatement.
These beautiful two way monitors utilize a SEAS sourced
5-inch woven polyproylene woofer and 1-inch silk dome
tweeter that offer up a sound slightly on the warm/romantic
side of the tonal scale. Nothing wrong with that.

These are speaThese are speakers that you can listen to for hours on end,
and regardless of your preference, will not dissapoint in 
any way.

As with any small monitor, we suggest stands with more
mass than less, to get every bit of bass the EVO’s are 
capable of.

 

Gold Note A-3 Evo
$4,099 - $4,499/pair (finish dependent)

goldnote.it

www.goldnote.it


Gold Note
A-3 EVO

The Good:

Italian craftsmanshipo and 
beauty

Superb sonics to match

Compact and easy to place

Not so much:

LiLike all small monitors, there
is a LF limit

The Verdict:

Gold Note’s speakers are just
as lovely as their electronics

www.audioresearch.com


Totem is famous for their ability to build speakers 
having a small footprint that betray their size with 
big sound.

The Tribe Towers you see here keep that reputation
intact. Big time. Meticulous attention to every aspect of 
their construction makes for a pair of floorstanding
loudspealoudspeakers that only take up a seven by eight inch
footprint. You can make room for that, can’t you?

Should you take the Totem challenge, you will be 
duly rewarded with a slim pair of 

speakers that are the 
life of the party.
They are offered in gloss black (Dusk) and white (Ice)
at a slightly higher price than the standard matteat a slightly higher price than the standard matte 
white and black finishes. Our photos only hint at 
the high level of gloss Totem delivers - this kind of 
quality is what you’d expect on a pair of speakers 
costing five or ten times more.

To get this level of obsession to detail at this price 
clearly shows Totem’s committment to excellence. 

Totem Tribe Tower
$5,300/pair - $5,900/pair 

totemacoustic.com

www.totemacoustic.com


Maybe your most difficult choice with
the Tribe Towers will be color and finish.

Once you experience them, it will be
tough to resist their charm... even if 
space is not at a premium, they offer
such a visually elegant solution to
incorpoincorporate high performance audio
into your environment.

Every aspect of the Tribe Towers’ 
construction is handled at their factory 
in Montreal. A lot of handwork goes into 
these speakers, from the crossover to the
cabinets. Truly, our photos do not do
justice to the sheer beauty and depthjustice to the sheer beauty and depth
of their luxurious cabinets.

If you’ve had the opportunity to hear
a pair of Tribe Towers, you know these
small speakers produce a massive
soundfield. 

Incredibly amplifier friendly, these are
speaspeakers you can really grow with -
they deliver excellent results when
paired with budget or vintage gear,
yet offer world class performance if
you have the electronics, room and 
cable that allow theme to be all they
can be.

Thanks to their wide dispersion andThanks to their wide dispersion and
slim footprint (only 7 x 8-inches) the
Tribe towers are quick to set up, and 
offer a great window to the music, no
matter where you are seated.

Should you be multichannel motivated,
the Tribe Towers make a great anchor
to a theater system too. to a theater system too. Your Totem
dealer can outfit you with a full Totem 
system. All you’ll need then are the 
drinks and the snacks.

www.pro-jectusa.com


Totem
Tribe 
Tower

The Good:

Small footprint - they fit anywhere

Easy set up, easy to drive

Beautiful to behold

Not so much:

Careful around dogs and kids -
the small footprint mathe small footprint makes 
these easy to knock over

The Verdict:

The Totem Tribe Towers pack
a mighty sound from such small
cabinets. One of the best values
we’ve experienced, offering 
mega sound at a very reasonablemega sound at a very reasonable
price. Highly recommended!

We invite you to click here and
read the full, in-depth review.

www.naimaudio.com
https://www.tonepublications.com/review/totem-tribe-towers/


www.sonusfaber.com


Small speakers with small woofers 
can only move so much air, but 
in our 12 x 18 foot living room, 
using our reference VAC Sigma 
i170 vacuum tube integrated 
amplifier (85 watts per channel) 
the Minimas mathe Minimas make lovely music, 
with weight and low end character   
As with the famous Sonus faber 
monitors from years past, they 
nearly defy science, producing 
such a big, powerful sound from 
a tiny cabinet.

That is part of their magic – theThat is part of their magic – the 
slim front panel of the Minima, 
along with that tweeter, creates 
a sonic perspective that is wide 
and deep. Their wide dispersion 
makes for a broad sweet spot that 
everyone in the room can enjoy. 
Of course, the best seat is still frontOf course, the best seat is still front 
and center.

Much like past small Sf speakers, 
setup is the key. Wimp out on the 
setup and they deliver mediocre 
results. One of the advantages to 
such a small monitor, is the tight 
time alignment on the drivers,time alignment on the drivers, 
rake isn’t as important as it is on 
something like the floorstanding 
Sf models, but optimizing the 
tweeter height to your listening 
position is the difference between 
mediocrity and magic.
    
Find the patience to spend a long 
afternoon with the Minimas, the 
reward is a broad soundfield well 
beyond what you would expect 
from a small speaker. 

“Nothing does a better job at
supplying clean power to my
reference gear than the P20.”
            --Jeff Dorgay, TONEAudio

The PS Audio DirectStream Power Plant 20
It will take less time to hear the improvement it makes, than it will to read this headline. 

www.psaudio.com


www.exogal.com


There are precious few speaker manufacturers that take a
completely radical approach to driver design. It’s much
easier to choose off the shelf components, build a box, and
be on your way.

The Manger driver is
something entirely different,
in design and execution.in design and execution.
Josef W. Manger, founder of Manger audio holds 40 patents
patents worldwide, and the company headed by his daughter
Daniela for the last 28 years, has been refining this design 
for 35 years, yet the initial patent was granted in 1968.

The Manger driver, which operates from 360Hz in the z1, 
all the way up to 40kHz, works in tandem with an 8-inch 
woofer, extending the system response down to 40Hz, woofer, extending the system response down to 40Hz, 
which works well in small to medium sized rooms.

Manger z1

$9,995/pair (satin finish)
$11,995-wood, $12,995-high gloss

mofidistribution.com

www.mofidistribution.com


The proof is in the listening.
Immediately, you know you’re
on to something good.

Cone speaker enthusiasts are
in for a major revelation. Fans
of electrostatic and planar
designs will nod in approval.designs will nod in approval.

And the integration of the 8-
inch woofer to the Manger
driver is perfect.

Our in-depth review is almost
finished. We have much more
to share about these incredible
loudspealoudspeakers.

www.analogmagik.com


The Good:

Some of the most transparent
speakers you’ll ever hear

Perfectly executed

Brilliant design. One of the few
original drivers in existance

Not so much:Not so much:

Not terribly tube amplifier friendly

The Verdict:

If you’ve always wanted the speed
and imaging prowess of an ESL in 
a much easier to use package, this
is it!

Manger z-1

www.iasj.info


Staffer Eric Neff really enjoyed these small
monitors, and they made an excellent showing
showing at this year’s Axpona. The Legatos offer
a big, spacious sound with a compact form factor. 
Read the full review here...

Sonner Legato 
Unum

$5,000/pair (with stands)
sonneraudio.com

www.sonneraudio.com
www.bryston.com


The Wharfedale Lintons have to be one of the best
values going in high performance audio today.

Considering these speakers are made by a company
that’s been making speakers longer than anyone
has even been reviewing hifi, that’s pretty damn
impressive.

Experience Experience 
makes the 
difference.
Why buy mini monitors when you can get full -
range speakers for the same price?  But get the
stands while you’re shopping.

Read our full, enthusiasm-laden review of these
award winning speaaward winning speakers here...

Wharfedale 85th
Anniversary
Linton

$1,198/pair ($1,498/pair with stands)

mofisidtribution.com

www.mofidistribution.com


Wharfedale
85th Anniversary Linton

The Verdict:

Being that there is no downside
to owning a pair of Wharfedale
Lintons, we’re getting straight to
the point - these speakers are a
must have.

Wherever you are in your audioWherever you are in your audio
journey, the Wharfedale Linton’s
should be a solid data point in
your mind.

www.aquahifi.com


Golden Ear’s Sandy Gross
is the master of delivering
the goods at a reasonable
price point. 

His Triton speakers are famous
with reviewers, and end users 
the the world over.

The top models use powered
woofers, and deliver prodigious
bass that doesn’t require a sub.

Gross takes the same technology
from his top Tritons, to a more 
compact package with the 5’s.

Putting as much passion andPutting as much passion and
knowledge into the Triton 5s,

this is a fantastic 
pair of speakers
that anyone can 
make the core of 
their system.

Golden Ear Triton 5
$999.99 (ea.)
goldenear.com

www.goldenear.com


The Triton 5’s rock the house, with bass down to the 
mid-20hz region and a 90db/1-watt sensitivity. Whether 
you’vegot your favorite vintage reciever, or the latest/
greatest from today, Golden Ear speakers are always a 
breeze to drive.

Pairing up with the same PrimaLuna amplifiers that 
Sandy Gross was using at this yeaSandy Gross was using at this year’s Axpona show made
a killer combination in our listening room. 

This is indeed an authorative combinaion, yet incredibly

easy to set up in any room. Their slender profile and
relatively light weight helps the process tremendously.

The same technology at work in Golden Ear’s top 
models is here with the Triton 5 - they just lack the 
larger powered woofers and greater cabinet volume
that allows the big ones to render a larger scale.

Distributed in North America by:
VanaLTD   www.vanaltd.com

www.vanaltd.com


Triton 5
floor standing loudspeakers

The Good:

A true full range speaker
for a mini monitor price

Small footprint, goes anywhere

Prodigoius bass, no sub required

Not so much:

Spartan aesthetic, limited colorSpartan aesthetic, limited color
options

The Verdict:

A class leader. Equally at home
in two or multichannel systems

www.passlabs.com


It makes you wonder if the BBC enginners that developed
this small monitor, originally intended for location
broadcast use would not only spark a bit of a revolution
in home audio, but still be such a sought after product in
the year 2020?

Sounds pretty visionary to us, but then their version of
tonal accutonal accuracy never goes out of style.

Much like early British sports cars of the same vintage,
great examples of original LS3/5as are getting tougher to
find, and spare parts (i.e. drivers) even more so. Chances
are if you are lucky to have a pair of originals, they are
played at soft volume, with not terribly dynamic music.

While others have taken a shot at duplicating these, the 
FFalcon models are not only officially endorsed by the BBC,
these are the only ones that duplicate, if not outright
outperform the originals. And you can get tweeters if bad
things happen to good people.

High praise indeed, but the LS3/5a is truly a speaker that
every serious audio enthusiast should spend at least some
time with.

The Falcon LS3/5a
$2,395 - $2,995/pair (finish dependent)

mofidistribution.com

www.mofidistribution.com


Falcon Acoustics
LS3/5a monitors

The Good:

Some of the most wonderful 
midrange you will ever hear

Stunning quality

Truer to the BBC spec than
any other

Not so much:Not so much:

No deep bass....

The Verdict:

Nothing does a better job of 
doing what the LS3/5a does

www.luxman.com


Setlist
Aladdin Theater, Portland, Oregon - Aug.31, 2019          Photo by Jeff Dorgay

What better way to spend tax day, April 15
(of 1979) with the Tubes, at the Oriental
Landmark Theater in Milwaukee, Wisconsin?

     

Celebrating the 25th anniversary of God Shuffled his Feet, the Crash Test Dummies return to Portland.

This time with the original lineup, featuring front man Brad Roberts, Ellen Reid, Benjamin Darvill, 
Mitch Dorge, and Roberts’ brother Dan on bass, CTD turns back the hands of time and it feels like 1993 
again. It doesn‘t seem real that 25 years since “Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm” was in heavy rotation on
MTV and college radio. 

I guess it does, but if this band was a favorite, and you’d like a plesant trip, albeit briefly to the past,
visit the bandvisit the band’s website for remaning tour dates. Precious few bands from this era still have the chops. 

1.     God Shuffled his Feet                      10.   My Own Sunrise
2.     In The Days of the Caveman                  11.   Afternoons & Coffeespoons
3.     Swimming in Your Ocean                   12    Androgynous
4.     I Think I’ll Disappear Now                   13    The Ghosts That Haunt Me
5.     How Does a Duck Know?                    14.   Superman’s Song
6.     When I go Out With Artists                   15.   Heart of Stone
7.     The Psychic7.     The Psychic                          16.   Make You Mine
8.     Two Knights and Maidens                   17.   He Liked to Feel it   
9.     The Ballad of Peter Pumpkinhead               18.   Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm

 TONE98.012

www.esoteric-usa.com


new ad here.....

Setlist
Aladdin Theater, Portland, Oregon - June 4, 2010         Photo by Jeff Dorgay

This time we take you back to the same place, same band, different time. The Crash Test Dummies,
just rebanded and on tour, doing an acoustic lineup to support Ooh, La La. Featuring a stripped down
band of Brad Roberts, Ellen Reid, and guitarist Murray Pulver, the trio offered tunes from the new
record, and some old favorites as well.

1.     God Shuffled his Feet                              9.     Playing Dead
2.     And It’s Beautiful                             10.   Put a Face
3.     The Ballad of Peter Pumpkinhead3.     The Ballad of Peter Pumpkinhead                     11.   Not Today Baby
4.     Songbird                                  12.   Superman’s Song
5.     Swimming in Your Ocean                         13.   Afternoons & Coffeespoons
6.     It’ll Never Leave You Alone                         14.   You’re Early
7.     You Said You’d Meet Me in California                    15.   What I’m Famous For
8.     Just Shoot Me, Baby                             16.   Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm

TONE98.012

www.nagraaudio.com


Kirmuss Audio KA-RC-1
Ultrasonic Record Restoration System

$875
kirmussaudio.com

Looking a little bit like an ink-jet printer when you unbox it,
The Kirmuss record cleaning system will get your precious
albums cleaner than they’ve ever been. But italbums cleaner than they’ve ever been. But it’s a lot of work!

Full report on our Cartridge Dude micro-site very soon!
 
 

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.kirmussaudio.com
focal.com


EAT
E-Glow Petit
$1,495
vanaltd.com

The European Audio Team has
created a small miracle here, at
itit’s price point. The E-Glow Petit
sounds incredible, and brings a
much wider range of adjustment
than it’s competitors.

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.svsound.com
www.vanaltd.com


REL S/812

$2,899ea. 
rel.net

Rel’s newest model
takes advantage of
everthing they’ve
learned in their toplearned in their top
models.

Now in a more 
compact enclosure,
the new S/512 and
S/812s also allow
for six-pack 
configuconfiguration.

Watch for a full 
six-pack review
soon! 
 

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.rel.net
www.echohifi.com


Manley Chinook
Upscale Audio Special Edition

$2,840
upscaleaudio.com

The Manley Chinook is one of the best kept secrets in audio,
and certainly one of the best bargains. Tubemeister Kevin Deal takes

it a step further, bringing you a Chinook in black or silver (instead of theit a step further, bringing you a Chinook in black or silver (instead of the
usual Manley purple, and hand picks some of his super cool, cryo-treated

Tungsram PCC88s. Even though the review has just begun, we still can’t peel
the smile off of new reviewer Dana Holmes face. 

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.upscaleaudio.com
www.dynaudio.com


Focal Kanta no.3
$11,995/pair
focal.com

Our last issue of the year is 
going to be a “long-term” one,
concentrating on gear we’ve
chosen to chosen to keep around.

We’ve had the Kanta no.3s
for some time now and they
still amaze.

Slightly warmer in overall
tone than Soproa or Utopia,
the Kantas are easy to set
up and easy to pair with aup and easy to pair with any
electronics.

Fantastic!

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

https://elusivedisc.com
www.focal.com
https://elusivedisc.com/kirmussaudio-ka-rc-1-record-cleaner/
https://elusivedisc.com/graham-engineering-phantom-iii-12-tonearm-sme-fixed-mount/
https://elusivedisc.com/nordost-blue-heaven-power-cord/
https://elusivedisc.com/integrity-hifi-tru-lift-for-technics-1200-turntables/
https://elusivedisc.com/vpi-hw-40-40th-anniversary-turntable-jmw-fatboy-12-tonearm-gimbaled/
https://elusivedisc.com/clearaudio-jubilee-panzerholz-mm-cartridge-3-6mv/
https://elusivedisc.com/audioquest-tornado-high-current-ac-power-cord-3-pole-15-amp-6ft/
https://elusivedisc.com/isoacoustics-iso-puck-mini-equipment-isolators-set-of-8/
https://elusivedisc.com/sieveking-sound-omega-headphone-stand-zebrano/
https://elusivedisc.com/audioquest-dragonfly-cobalt-usb-dac-preamp-headphone-amp/
https://elusivedisc.com/sumiko-blue-point-special-evo-iii-low-output-mc-cartridge-0-5mv/
https://elusivedisc.com/nitty-gritty-model-2-0-record-cleaner/
https://elusivedisc.com/vpi-hw-16-5-super-record-cleaner-package-120v/
https://elusivedisc.com/epos-acoustics-k5-bookshelf-speakers-black-pair/
https://elusivedisc.com/final-audio-design-e5000-earphones/
https://elusivedisc.com/audio-technica-at-art7-dual-moving-coil-cartridge/


Boulder 1161
Stereo Power Amplifier

$22,000
boulderamp.com

Boulder’s latest 1100 series is
everything you expect from 
this premium amplifier compathis premium amplifier company.

No corners have been cut in design
or implementation, but they have 
saved a few dollars on somewhat 
simpler casework than the flagship
models.

However, Boulder’s idea of “simplifying”
still exceeds nearly everyone elsestill exceeds nearly everyone else’s 
excellent.

If you can live with 200 watts per channel,
it’s a beauty.
 

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.rel.net
www.boulderamp.com


McIntosh MA 352
$6,500
mcintoshlabs.com

Building on the success of the
MA 252, McIntosh brings us a
bigger amp, with more power.

And noAnd now, awesome-o blue
power meters.

Who doesn’t love that?

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.totemacoustic.com
www.mcintoshlabs.com


MOON by Simaudio - 860A v.2
$18,000
simaudio.com

Our experience with the  original 860 amps was fantastic,
so we expect more of the same with the new v.2 model.

We’ve always loved the fact that these can be used in dual-
mono stereo mode, or as an individual monoblock, withmono stereo mode, or as an individual monoblock, with
750 watts per channel. The flexibility is a plus, especially
at this price.

And like every other MOON by Simaudio product, the 
build quality is over the top, so you can expect them to
be part of your system for a very long time.

Future Tense
Reviews in our immediate future...

www.francoserblin.it
www.simaudio.com


www.nagraaudio.com


      Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                                    Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                            
San Francisco, California -  AudioVision San Francisco
www.audiovisionsf.com
1628 California Street
San Francisco, California 94109                                415.614.1118

Austin, Texas - Whetstone Audio
www.whetstoneaudio.com
2401 E. 6th. Street #10012401 E. 6th. Street #1001
Austin, Texas  78702                            512.477.8503                                     

 

www.rel.net


www.bowers-wilkins.com


www.cardas.com


Portland, Oregon - Echo Audio
www.echohifi.com
5904 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy
Portland, Oregon  97221                            888.248.3246              

www.passlabs.com


      Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                                    Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                            
Marietta, Georgia -  The Audio Company
www.theaudioco.com
146 South Park Square NE
Marietta, Georgia 30060                                770.429.0434

San Diego, Califonia - Deja VU Audio West
www.dejavuaudiowest.com
4848 Ronson Ct. Ste E4848 Ronson Ct. Ste E
San Diego, California  92111                            858.412.4023                                     

 

www.warwickacoustics.com/headphones


      Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                                    Dealers That Mean Business - Listings                            
Morton Grove, Illinois  -  Quintessence Audio
quintessanceaudio.com
5701 W. Dempster Street
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053                                  847.966.4434

Scottsdale, Arizona - LMC Home Entertainment
lmche.com
15507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 13515507 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 135
Scottsdale, Arizona                                                             480.403.0011                                     

 

www.gryphon-audio.com


In House
The soundtrack of assembling the issue...

We’re An American Band - Grand Funk

Somehow Todd Rundgren’s music is always a
staple when editing photos.

It’s just a bit ironic then that this should arrive
from a forgotten EBay auction, now left for 
dead as we wrap up issue 98?

www.highendbyoz.com
http://cackeaudio.com
www.3maaudio.com
www.argutusaudio.com


www.upscaledistribution.com


Last Word
Our parting thought to ponder.

Have you ever heard the sound of silence?

Being in an anechoic chamber can be
unnerving, especially if you aren’t
prepared for it.

The chamber absorbs all reflections,
making it near impossible to place
spatial cues.spatial cues.

But it can be invaluable for speaker
testing.

This one is lcated in Binghamton, NY.
at McIntosh Laboratories.

www.grandprixaudio.com


Playlist:  What Our Readers Are Into

no.5      U.K.
AVID Hifi’s Conrad Mas gave us a 
list of test tracks he likes to use 
when demonstrating their gear at
audio shows around the world. As
the AVID turntables are known 
for dynamics, these are no surprise!

TTONE Playlists are sponsored by...

 

 

Dead Can Dance - Yulunga  

Kraftwerk - Elektro Kardiogramm

Chris Jones -  Roadhouses and
Automobiles

Keb Mo - Am I Wrong?

Diana Krall - California Dreaming

London GLondon Grammar - Hey Now

John Grant - Pale Green
Ghosts

Robbie Williams - If It’s 
Hurting You

Malia/Boris Blank - 
Turner’s Ship

Original Motion PictureOriginal Motion Picture
Soundtrack/Glory - A Call
to Arms

 

 

www.focal.com


Get The Gear:  Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue. 

Abyss                                abyss-headphones.com

Ana Mighty Sound             anamightysound.com

Analog Magik                               analogmagik.com

Anthem                                         anthemav.com

Aqua Audio                                  aquahifi.com

Atlas Cable                                            vanaltd.com

Audio ClassicsAudio Classics                       audioclassics.com

Audio Physic                                    vanaltd.com

Audio Research                 audioresearch.com

Audio Solutions                    highendbyoz.com

AudioVision SF                     audiovisionsf.com

Audolici                                            audolici.com

AVID HiFi                                         avidhifi.com

BoulderBoulder                                      boulderamp.com

Bowers & Wilkins               bowers-wilkins.com

Bryston                                             bryston.com

Cardas Audio                                 cardas.com

 

Chord Cable                                  soundorg.com

Clearaudio            musicalsurroundings.com

conrad-johnson                 conradjohnson.com

dCS                                                      dcsltd.co.uk

Dynaudio                                       dynaudio.com

E.A.T.                                                 vanaltd.com

EEcho Audio                                     echohifi.com

Elusive Disc                                elusivedisc.com

Esoteric                                   esoteric-usa.com

Exogal                                                      exogal.com

Focal                           audioplusservices.com

Franco Serblin                          francoserblin.it

Gig Harbor Audio                  gigharboraudio.com

Gold NoteGold Note                                             goldnote.it

Golden Ear                               goldenear.com

Grand Prix Audio                 grandprixaudio.com

www.audiovisionsf.com


Get The Gear:  Where to find what you’ve seen in this issue. 

Pro-Ject                                            pro-jectusa.com

REL                                                              rel.net

Raidho                                                 raidho.dk

Rega                                             soundorg.com

Simaudio                                    simaudio.com

Sonus faber                             sonusfaber.com

Sumiko            Sumiko                                                sumiko.net

SVS                                                  svsound.com

Tellurium Q                                  telluriumq.com

Torus                                           toruspower.com

Totem                                  totemacoustic.com

Upscale Audio                        upscaleaudio.com

VAC                                         vac-amplifiers.com

Vitus Audio                             Vitus Audio                             highendbyoz.com

Warwick Acoustics      warwickacoustics.com

HiFI Centre                               hificentre.com

Kanto Audio                            kantoaudio.com

Kiseki                                         kiseki-usa.com

Luxman                                           luxman.com

McIntosh                            mcintoshlabs.com

MartinLogan                            martinlogan.com

MoFi Electronics     MoFi Electronics           mofielectronics.com

Musical Fidelity                audioplusservices.com

Nagra                                        nagraaudio.com

Naim                           audioplusservices.com

Octave                                                octave.de

PS Audio                                      psaudio.com

Paradigm                                      paradigm.com

PPass Labs                                       passlabs.com

PrimaLuna                         primaluna-usa.com

Primare                               mofielectronics.com

ProAc                                             soundorg.com

www.conradjohnson.com
www.totemacoustic.com


www.psaudio.com



